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Paralysis Ticks
Spring is a warm and wonderful time of year however the warmer
weather brings paralysis ticks. While paralysis ticks can
appearthroughout winter and autumn they love the warm weather
spring and summer bring and come out during these seasons in
abundance.
Paralysis Ticks are among the most dangerous parasites that can
affect both your dog and cat, and kill many pets per year.

The reason why these little parasites are so harmful to our pets is
because they produce a toxin in their salivary glands, which is
then injected while the tick is feeding on the animals blood. They are light grey in colour. The signs to look out
for, are weakness in the hind legs, vomiting, not wanting to eat, a change in their voice and difficulty in breathing.
The paralysis tick can be distinguished from other species by the colour of their legs - one brown pair, two white
pairs and one brown pair.
Prevention is crucial, For dogs we recommend - Preventic tick collars, Bravecto, Advantix (dogs only household),
Nexguard chewables, Frontline topspot and spray. For cats we recommend frontline spray ONLY. Although these
reduce the risk, nothing is 100% effective therefore checking your pet over every day is still required.
Ticks are more generaly found on the head neck and shoulders, around the face (commonly in the ears), under
their collar, tail and arm pits where it’s dark and warm and in between toes. However they can be found all over
your pets body so daily tick checks are required.
If you find a tick, don’t interfere with it or or put on any chemicals that may kill the tick which causes it to
inject the poison into your pet, ring the clinic for advice. We can also demonstrate and explain a safe removal
in the event of future tick attachments.

Bees
Dogs are naturally curious. They love to run and chase things
including insects, which in some cases will protect themselves by
stinging.
The two most common types of stinging insects are bees and
wasps. It’s not the small puncture wound that causes the sting's
pain, but the small amount of poison that is injected.
Most of the time dogs get stung on their faces from investigating
a stinging insect too closely. A sting on your dog’s sensitive nose
is particularly painful. Some dogs may even get stung on the
tongue or inside their mouth or throat if they try to bite or catch
an insect. These stings can be dangerous and the subsequent
swelling can close your dog’s throat and block their airway.
Severe reactions can be caused by a large number of stings or by
your pet having an allergic reaction to a single sting. Signs of a
reaction include:
• General weakness
• Difﬁculty breathing
• A large amount of swelling extending away from the sting site
• Hives – small lumbs all/part over the body
If your dog is having a severe reaction, you need to take the dog to a vet immediately.

Ice Cream Delights for Dogs
We get ice blocks with the hot weather so why not our beloved pooches? Here is a cool recipe to keep
your dog happy and cool
Here’s what you’ll need:
• 900 grams plain Greek yogurt
• 2 tablespoons all-natural peanut
butter
• Single serving sweet of potato baby
food
• 12 dog treats
You can be creative and change the ingredients but remember to make
sure that the ingredients are doggie friendly! Especially make sure xylitol
is not an ingredient in your peanut butter.
Preparing the Treats
The steps for creating dog ice cream couldn’t be more simple. Use a
whisk to combine the yogurt, peanut butter and baby food together or a
powered mixer.
Fill up colorful silicone baking cups (or Cupcake baking tins) with the
creamy mix, and push a treat into each one. Allow them to freeze overnight, and the ﬂexible silicone
will help each frosty cake to pop right out.
Looking for a cheaper alternative? Water and beef stock with their favorite treats sprinkled through in
an ice cream container, old yogurt or water bottles is a fun cheap alternative which achieves the same
yummy results
Are they on a special diet? If they go nuts for rope toys ﬁll an ice cream container with
water and have a little of the rope toy above the water so they have motivation when
the ice is frozen.
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Staff profile – Jenny
Jenny obtained her Certiﬁcate IV in Veterinary Nursing in 2006 and
has now qualiﬁed for her Diploma in Veterinary Nursing General
Practice.
Jenny enjoys interacting with staff and cuddling all the patients.
Before Christmas Jenny rescued a 1 year old 3 legged poodle named
Finn. Jenny also has 4 cats one of which, Phoebe is 17 years old.
Being a National B badged netball umpire, throughout the netball
season she can be found running around the courts at Newcastle
Netball Association.
Jenny loves spending time with her husband Steve aka Mr Whippy
and her adult children Candice and Blake and Blake’s partner Sherri.

Go Native – Spotted Quoll
The spotted-tailed quoll, or tiger quoll, is mainland Australia's largest carnivorous marsupial. It is
about the size of a domestic cat, but has shorter legs and a more pointed face. Its fur is rich red
to dark brown, and covered with white spots on the back which continue down the tail.
Spotted-tailed quolls require large areas of intact
vegetation for foraging, and are also agile climbers.
They consume a variety of prey including gliders,
possums, small wallabies, rats, birds, bandicoots,
rabbits, insects and reptiles.
These animals are highly mobile. They can move up to
several kilometres in a night and may have quite large
territories.

Breed Bio – Central Bearded Dragon
The Central Bearded Dragon lives in the arid woodlands and deserts of central Australia. It spends
much of its waking hours in bushes and trees, and basking on rocks. When it is extremely hot, the
bearded dragon will burrow underground. The bearded dragon is diurnal and an omnivore. It
forages for food such as insects, small lizards
and mammals, fruit, flowers, and other plant
material during the daytime.
The Bearded Dragon is tan to yellow in color. It is
called "bearded" because of the dragon's ability
to flare out the skin in the throat region when it is
threatened or territorial. Its body has a flattened
appearance, which becomes even more
pronounced if the dragon is alarmed. There are
spines on the throat, sides of the head, and sides
of the body. The head is wedge-shaped, and they
have a tail that is almost as long as their body.

The Truth About Snakes in Newcastle
With the warmth of spring approaching, reptile activity will begin to increase very soon. This means
that the chance of encountering a snake in the wild or
around the home will also increase. Inevitably this will
lead, unfortunately, to the death of many small innocent
snake species that have the misfortune to be identiﬁed
as deadly when they are, in reality, completely harmless.
The majority of average Australians have no idea how
many small snake species exist and have the mistaken
belief that all snakes are deadly, no matter the colour, size
or shape.
In our local Hunter area of Lake Macquarie there are only
Red Bellied Black Snakes to be wary of, in terms of
venomous species. They are easily recognizable and very common in the Hunter with their distinctive
colour patterns. The other common snake that is seen is the Diamond Python and everyone recognizes
their thick, heavy bodies and slow movement. The only other snake that everyone has heard of, and,
is terriﬁed of, is the Brown snake or King Brown snake. Unfortunately this [through total lack of
understanding of the other possible species] results in complete mis-identiﬁcation of harmless types
as being one of these two dreaded snakes.
Many small snakes such as Golden Crown snake,
Green Tree snake, Yellow-faced Whip snake and
Swamp snake are routinely killed after being
misidentiﬁed by “experts“. For the record there are
NO Brown snakes or King Brown snakes in our local
area and anyone who says that they have deﬁnitely
seen one should be treated with suitable skepticism.
In real terms, in the eyes of most people that means
that if any snake is not a Red bellied Black or
Diamond python, then it must be a Brown or King
Brown snake. This problem of unnecessary killing of
harmless snakes through ignorance must stop and
the only way is to educate people through investigating about all the reptile species in the Hunter.
Ignorance is leading to signiﬁcant numbers of reptiles being killed. No snake should be seen as a threat
if they are left alone. Bites occur when people attempt to catch or kill a snake so leaving one alone is
the only sensible thing to do. If you have captured a small snake then get it identiﬁed by a reputable
source and let it go accordingly. If you are worried about a snake on your property then there are
several organizations available to remove it and are only a phone call away.
Don`t forget that snakes serve an important function in our environment and must be given as much
respect and chance at life as much as koalas or possums. If you encounter one in our area, rest assured
that it is not going to be attempting to kill you and just wants to get out of your way. Give any snake
that you see a wide berth and both of you will survive the encounter. This advice applies to persons
who harm snakes through ignorance. Anyone who intentionally hurts snakes through malice or just
“hates snakes“ needs to be reprimanded in the strongest possible terms or reported to the authorities
as all reptiles are protected by law and there is absolutely no excuse for wanton behaviour of this type.

